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About Sales Insights report

Sales Insights report  is a tool that helps us as a sales or customer service to enhance efficiency of

communication, coordination with colleagues in the organization. Help to understand the strengths and

weaknesses of our own for the sake of work and collaboration with colleagues. It also shows the style of

sales and service to customers. As well as a tool that help increasing efficiency and effectiveness in

sales / service to customers who are responsible.

There are two parts in the report
  

• Part 1. Personality Profile

This part is the personal profile assessment that helps searching for behavioral

identities that are strengths, weaknesses, competitive advantages and improvement

points according to the applied psychological perspective. These can be brought out

to personal development. Knowing self in both positive and negative ways helps

opening wider views in difference recognition among different people. This leads to

better adjustment in interpersonal communication, socialization and to be more

effective and more understanding cooperation in the team that comprises people with

different opinions and with different expressions.
 

• Part 2. Sales Style and Application with Customer’s Buying Style

This part shows the nature of sales/services pattern of the report owner. Indicate the

manner in which the advantages and the expression to be careful. Provide guidelines

to observe patterns of customers who have different needs and expectations.

Including how to adjust the expression and selling styles in response to meet the

needs of customers with different patterns.

 



 

Part 1
Personality Profile

Sample

Summary Profile

Assertive

Initiative

Competitive

Decisive

Self-reliant

Generous

Participative

Charming

Socializing

Criticizing

Prefer diversity

Responsive

Active

Quick tempered

Independent

Insistent

Informal

Random

Self-satisfied

U-code : k6i3c2e1



 

A person with this type of graph is very independent and so high self-confident.  He/she has

vision, forward thinking, and work very hard to achieve goals.  Sometimes, he/she may appear

aggressive, straightforward and diverse interest.  Sometimes, he/she may appear cold and

blunt.  He/she sets a high standard for him/herself and others, expects completed tasks, and

might criticize if things are not up to his/her standards.  Demanding quick results, he/she gives

a great deal of importance to time and efficiency that people might sometimes view him/her as

impatient, brief, and self-center.  He/she likes to do activities all the time, vigorous, agile, and a

doer.  Therefore, he/she might be frustrated when there is no goal to achieve. 

 

He/she is good at capturing other people’s motives and using them to get on the way what

he/she desires.  He/she explicitly expresses his/her demanded results, likes challenging and

unique works, likes to compete and prefer him/herself in a major position, is willing to take

responsibility if a job is challenging toward his/her goals, and shows self-satisfaction when the

job is accomplished.  Wanting to control surrounding environment, he/she dominates people by

attempting to change people’s thoughts and actions and also persuading others to achieve

goals.  Therefore, others’ feelings are easily affected or irritated.  He/she is likely to avoid any

constraints e.g. close supervision, time-consuming tasks, detailed tasks and routine jobs.  This

type of person gives an importance to personal freedom and can easily be frustrated when

working in a group or any group activities.

 

Nevertheless, he/she can be quite charming when interacting with others.  He/she can use

his/her skill in talking to persuade others to help him/her.  Even though he/she sometimes

frightens and dictates other’s decision, he/she is generally likable among colleagues.  This type

of person is shrewd, fast thinking and can create results, this person may lose patient or

criticize those who are not alike him/her easily.  He/she is firm and determined even under

conflict situations.  When necessary, he/she can take charge and mandate even he/she is not

in the position where authority is granted.  This type of person tends to be easily hot-tempered

and angry, especially when he/she feels falling down or fail or feels being taken advantage. 

He/she desires for task achievement and gains recognition from the success he/she produces.  



 

Strengths and Value to the Organization

Determined and strong-willed individualist, a fighter, like challenge, love freedom to act.●

Straightforward, self-confidence, dare to express opinion.●

Have vision, look forward, view big picture, and create changes.●

Goal and performance oriented, concentrate on quality, high standard, high expectation.●

Decisive, take action, initiate new idea and dare to change.●

Agilely, dynamic, versatile, be able to adapt him/herself.●

Build mutual feeling and relations by sharing value to each other. Inspire others.●

 

What Others Might Perceive as Negative

May be too much self-confident, overestimate own and others’ abilities.  Ignore rules to●

impede goal reaching.

Challenge and argue when being pressure or threaten●

Think and act fast.  Be hasty and rash. Take high risk, too venturous. May overlook●

some information.

May ignore rules to impede goal reaching.  Exert too much power.●

In crisis, might give command to others which might irritate or hurt others’ feelings.●

Easy to be bored, hot-tempered. Often be frustrated with the ones who cannot catch up●

with him/her.

Dislike focusing in details and may cause missing some important information.●

Impulsive and hasty, quick response. Dislike the ones who speak vaguely or act●

circuitously.

 

Guidelines for Improvement

Pay more attention to others’ reaction and more receptive to feedback from others.●

Pay attention to listen others’ opinion.●

Explain his/her reasons and concepts regarding goals and problem handling.●

Try to ease up and slow down the pace to relieve stress both in him/her and others.●

Choose gentle words and speak in soft tone, express more polite especially under●

stressful situation.

Thinking thoroughly and cautiously. Spend more time for consideration, take slower●

response which will help to calm down and see issue clearer.

Allow more time to respond in order to be calmer and view an issue more delicately.●

Pay attention more for details, give more importance in quality.●



 

Be more patient, control self-emotional expression and aware of appropriateness and●

suitability.

Collaboration with team, help and support others and give value to long-term●

relationship.

 

Satisfied Work Environment

Work independently without too close supervision.  Prefer to control situation by●

him/herself.   

Get opportunity to fully utilize his/her power of authority and expertise.●

Be able to fully express feeling and opinion.●

Prefer work with various activities, challenge the competence, not in routine and not go●

into too much detail.

Work in creative environment.  Be competitive, enthusiastic and has opportunity for●

advancement.

Work that provides opportunity to control situation and own performance.●

 

Things that Motivate

New creative, modern and challenge opportunity.●

Be able to control situation, environment of work and his/her own result.●

Opportunity for advancement and outstand.●

Opportunity to work independently and can take action on activity.●

His/her opinion and achievement are recognized or interested.●

Be competitive and opportunity to win and achieve goal.●

Gain reward from the win and success.  Be upgraded or promoted.●

 

Things that De-motivate

Be in restricted rules and be closely monitored while working.●

Not gain recognition in his/her work result and capability.●

Things that derogate his/her image to public.●

Get repetitious work or work with complication and details.  Get bored and no fun.●

Lose face, discredited.  Be perceived meaningless.●

Be limited the responsibility.  Be examined and interfered the authority. ●

Be limited to use resources.  Not support the resources.●

Be forced to do what he/she disagrees with.  Or be forced his/her to follow. ●



Personality Profile

Natural Profile

- Reflects inner motive and desire which is natural trait of each person. This

behavioral profile often expresses when the person be his/herself.

Profile Scale:
Dominance 69%

Influence 50%

Steadiness 45%

Conscientious 40%

Filtered Profile

- Reflects type of behavioral profile that person tries to do and act according

to the expected behaviors, e.g. expectation under roles and responsibilities

or expectation at workplace.

Profile Scale:
Dominance 70%

Influence 60%

Steadiness 25%

Conscientious 38%

Summary Profile

- In reality, person will express behavior to be in line with profiles from two

graphs above. This graph is combination of those two graphs which explains

behavior that person normally acts.

Profile Scale:
Dominance 69%

Influence 56%

Steadiness 36%

Conscientious 39%



Shift Pattern

- Shows the changing between natural profile and filtered profile.

Shift Scale:
Dominance 1%

Influence 10%

Steadiness -20%

Conscientious -2%

Personality Analysis

Prominent Traits

             Prominent Traits are natural behaviors. These behaviors are perceived that suitable

with current environment/work condition. Therefore, these behaviors are continued and clearly

seen. 

             Possibility of prominent traits as follows;

Confident, self-assured●

Assertive, insistent●

Initiative, active●

Transient Traits

             Transient Traits are non-natural behaviors. They are perceived important and need to

be adjusted to suit with current environment/work condition. These behaviors can be changed

according to the changed environment.

              Possibility of transient traits as follows;

Optimistic, positive●

Sociable, easy to blend in●

Openly, friendly●



Potential Traits

             Potential Traits are natural behaviors but be perceived not suitable to express in

current environment/work condition. Thus, these behaviors are expressed occasionally such as

when under pressure.

             Possibility of potential traits as follows;

Not found

Inactive Traits

             Inactive Traits are non-natural behavior and they are perceived unnecessary to adjust

in current environment/work condition. In general, these behaviors are not seen and expressed.

             Possibility of inactive traits as follows;

Empathy, considerate●

Team focus, relationship●

Steady, consistent●

Rational, quality focus●

Analytical thinking, reasoning●

Sensitive, receptive●

Tension and adaptability

             The following graph shows tension level of the person as a result of adaptation from

natural behaviors to suit with current environment or work condition. High tension may result in

pressure and stress. High adaptability would help person to be more capable in taking pressure

from behavioral changes.  Tension level that is considered ‘high’ shall be start from 20% up.

10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  
Tension 20%

Adaptability 60%

Possible causes of tension: Be expected to increase adaptability, increase speed to respond

and express enthusiasm. Be agile, alert, open for the changes and be ready at all times. 



Working Style Tendencies:   Sample
 

Communicating

Prefer influential communication.  Focus on fact, straightforward, clear and concise.●

Often choose to listen or remember only own interested topics.  Dislike being●

interrupted but may interrupt others.

Openly express opinion and feeling.  Be confident in communication.●

Quickly change from one topic to another.●

Often communicate informally and friendly during relax situation but if necessary,●

he/she is able to modify communication style to be serious, concise and command in

order to controlling situation surrounding.

Present in broad picture, emphasize on objective and expected results.●

More interest in opinion and conclusion rather than principle and details.●

 

Problem Solving

Often want to solve problem quickly. May seek way to shorten or speed up steps in●

order to do some other further things.

Confidence in self-ability for problem solving.  Assure in self-skills especially in the area●

of own expertise.

Perceive problems and obstacles as a kind of challenge and need to overcome.●

Determine to solve problem.

Dare to try new methods to solve problem, not adhere to traditional methods. Work●

intensely and understand all processes.

May ignore rules that impede his/her goal.  Exert overpower.●

Able to quickly cope with urgent problems and emergency situation.●

May view problem is too easy or underestimate of problem severity. ●

Fast thinking and taking action without going in details which may result in missing●

some important information.

May discard problems if he/she perceives the problem is so small, not interesting, not●

worthwhile, or not challenge his/her ability.

 



 

Decision Making

High self-responsibility therefore gives high importance and takes serious in making●

decision.

Tend to manipulate others’ decision making by trying to change others’ thought to●

comply with his/hers.

Perceive decision making as part of getting “control” of situation which is in accord with●

his/her preferable style.

Able to take high risk.  Dare to make change by accepting that any decision for all●

issues is not necessary to be always right.

Know how to use authority and network for the best of his/her decision making.●

Often conclude and make quick decision without fact consideration carefully. Only●

roughly evaluate advantage and disadvantage of each decision option which may result

in not good qualified decision.

Ask for others’ opinion but only to confirm his/her conclusion which has already been●

done. 

Making decision by emphasizing on work results thus may cause others’ unsatisfactory●

and uncomfortable.

 

Planning and Managing Time

Need to be a direction controller and make plan by him/herself due to highly confidence●

in own ability and to make sure of the goal achieving.

View big picture.  Like planning and setting up strategy but often not getting into details●

in the plan. Plan may look disorderly.

May overlook the existing limitations thus not take them into consideration for planning.●

Planning by emphasizing on efficiency, effectiveness and success.●

Rush and hurry, hot-tempered, serious, thus make others who work with feel tired and●

exhausted easily. 

Able to create new missions or projects by him/herself. ●

Prefer privacy. Dislike being disturbed and view it as wasting his/her time.●

May underestimate difficulty and complexity of the action plan.●



 

Developing People

Set up high development target, high expectation, less flexibility when there is any●

mistake since he/she may feel lose and fail.

Create mutual feeling and unified relationship in team. Encourage and inspire team for●

their determination.

Emphasize on team efficiency and active. Non-stop development, point up the team to●

expose for new subjects and quick response for changes.

Be bold to apply different methods for personnel development.●

Praise and openly admire team for good performance based on tangible achievement.●

Perceive slow thinker or inactive person as a low performance one.●

Evaluate others from capability to make achievement.●

 

Influencing and Motivating Others

Convey strength and confidence in order to convince others to go along with.●

Often encourage others using determination and seriousness to communicate success,●

victory or performance.

Able to modify character, expression or image to suit with situation. Know own●

standpoint of what having done for what to respond.

Open up him/herself. Be friendly and reliable to others which making easy to persuade.●

Excel in figure out others’ motives and use that motive in leading to his/her preset way.●

Try to change others’ idea and action and encourage others to achieve goals. Thus●

often easily affect others’ feeling.

Try to speak convincingly but often not spend much time in convincing. Rarely be●

patient with others especially the inactive persons or persons who speak circuitously.

Tend to express unsatisfied or be moody if others do not agree what he/she has●

proposed.

When perceiving critical situation, he/she may apply authority to force other to follow●

his/her way.

 



 

Guidelines for Stress Handling

Open for others’ feeling. Make understanding others’ necessitate and limitation.●

Try to be patient, control self-emotion, often observe own violent temper and effect of●

that violent to others.

Be concentrative, spend time to consider situation or issue which causes the anxiety.●

Should keep waiting and listen to others attentively before taking response. Slower●

response will reduce rashness and impulsiveness.

Relax. Adjust to slower pacing in order to reduce stress in him/herself and others.●

Be adaptability. Ease off. Reduce taking control and adherence to rules.  Learn to be●

compromise.

Take some holiday to change the environment in order to reduce stress.●



Part 2
Sales Style and Application with Customer’s Buying Style

 

       The contents in this part are: 

       - Selling/Service Style

       - Customer’s Style Identification

       - Expectation of Styles Adaptability

       - Styles Adaptability

  

       Selling/Service Style

Each style has a tendency to emphasis on different issues. Expressed behaviors would

normally be consistent with our emphasis. It is the behavior of the great strengths.

However, there might be many other issues that are critical and be neglected causing

negative effects on performance or service. If we know we can be more careful and put

into practical use, to the benefit of the sale or service.

    

       Customer’s Style Identification

Show how to observe the overall behavior of customers with different patterns, also

including how to spot the difference from verbal style, tonality and gesture.

   

       Expectation of Styles Adaptability

Different selling styles will emphasis on different issues. Similarly, customers who have

different styles, they tend to have different emphasis and expectation on sales and

services.

   

       Styles Adaptability

Ability to analyze the patterns of our customers and understand the expectations required,

will allow us to adjust the selling / service pattern and adapt to customer behavior

appropriately. This will enhance the performance of the sales even further. This section

shows how to treat customers in 5 steps of the sales process.

 

 



Sales Style

       A person with this type of graph is very independent, high self-confident and direct. He/she

gives priority to time and expects quick results. He/she is activist, a doer, active, vigorous and

agile. In the context of the sale / service is likely to emphasis on ‘Implementation’, ‘Result’ and

‘Enthusiasm’.

 

        The actions were expressed as an emphasis on the issues mentioned above, and be

seen as advantages are:

 

    Emphasis on ‘Implementation’

Give summary of product or service quality in a big picture that is precise and quick.●

Illustrate a plan that leads to concrete application.●

Take action on agreement quickly.●

Handle facing problem with cleverness.●

React to situation or customer’s urgent demand.●

 

    Emphasis on ‘Result’ 

Communication and expression focus on important result or target.●

Quickly link customer’s demand to existing product or service.●

Attract customer’s attention to his/her wanted result.●

Present variety of choices for customer to choose.●

Demonstrate that what you offer answers his/her demand.●

 

                Emphasis on ‘Enthusiasm’

Actively encourage customer to talk.●

Creatively offer various choices.●

Attract customer’s attention to the presentation.●

Talk optimistically that the solution “can” meet customer’s demand or fix the problem.●



Sales Style

        Meanwhile, we pay more attention to some things. It may be some issues that are

important as well, that may be neglected. Issues that may have been neglected for the person

who has this type of graph is ignoring the importance of ‘Reliability’, ‘Sincerity’ and ‘Quality’.

 

        The actions were expressed by ignorance of emphasis on the issues mentioned above,

which may cause negative effects are:

 

    Ignorance of emphasis on ‘Reliability’ 

Ignore details in giving service or suggestion to customer.●

Not listen to the customer carefully when you interrupt or try to guide him/her.●

The talk may be too quick or you may change the subject too quick to follow.●

Quick operation may make customer unconfident of result.●

Show dissatisfaction when the customer does not decide.●

 

    Ignorance of emphasis on ‘Sincerity’ 

Act improperly to shorten time to get the customer’s answer.●

Show dissatisfaction if the business talk is prolonged.●

Focusing on result makes you forget customer’s reaction.●

Excessive promises to achieve the desired results may be a greater risk.●

Tone and gesture may make customer feel pushed and rushed.●

Customer may feel that he/she is taken advantage if he/she is forced to decide quickly.●

 

                Ignorance of emphasis on ‘Quality’

Talking about general matters too much wastes time for talking about important details and●

quality of product or service.

Ignore details of trading agreement.●

Ignore to control your emotion and expression.●

Being too confident and optimistic makes customer unsure about the real quality.●



Customer’s Style Identification

We can understand customer’s styles in the same way that we understand selling/service styles.

This section will help us understand customers with different patterns, and include  their

priorities and expectations. 

 

   "D" Customer

- tend to be assertive, confident, and bold, and they are not afraid to express their

opinions. These customers often know what they want and make up their minds

quickly, even if the decision is important or complicated. They have a take-charge

attitude that may cause them to dominate conversations with others.

 

   "I" Customer

- tend to be extroverted, optimistic, and energetic. They may see the sales process

as an opportunity to socialize with others and, therefore, they may try to establish a

personal relationship with the salesperson. "I" customers are likely to appreciate

small talk or even tangential conversations that have little to do with what you're

selling. They may be more interested in creating a friendly, informal atmosphere.

  

  

   "S" Customer

- tend to be accommodating, soft- spoken, and humble. Even though they are

friendly and agreeable, they also tend to be careful, sometimes reluctant, decision

makers. Most likely, they want to be absolutely sure that a decision is the right one

before they commit. In addition, they often avoid change and are hesitant to take

on new ways of doing things.

  

   

   "C" Customer

- tend to be reserved, analytical, and systematic. They carefully consider all their

options, and they are unlikely to display great enthusiasm or animation, even if they

like what they see. C" customers want to stick to the facts, and they have little use

for small talk or attempts to steer the discussion into more personal territory. In fact,

they feel manipulated if a salesperson attempts to get too personal too quick.

These customers base decisions on objective information rather than emotion or

intuition.

 

 



Observing Customer’s Verbal style, Tonality and Gesture

 

D Customer

 

Verbal style

Dare to talks and expresses his/her opinions.●

Summarizes what others say in order to go for wanted issue.●

Cuts short and changes to his/her interested topic.●

Likes others to follow his/her opinion.●

Talks straightforwardly about something that people do not dare to ask.●

Immediately expresses his/her satisfaction and dissatisfaction.●

Uses challenging words, e.g. “Are you sure about what you are presenting?”●

Asks straightly at the important point.●

Tells what he/she thinks honestly and confidently.●

Focuses on efficiency and advantages.●

Does not focus much on relationship.  ●

 

Tonality

Uses hard and abrupt tone.●

Uses short, compact and loud voice.●

Has powerful or pressuring tone that sounds challenging.●

 

Gesture

Rushing and impatient.●

Fast and energetic.●

Serious and confident face expression.●

Bends forward and makes eye contact.●

 



Observing Customer’s Verbal style, Tonality and Gesture

 

I Customer

 

Verbal style

Talks about many things.●

Listens a little and is happy to talk.●

Focuses on feelings rather than rational thinking.●

Enjoys talking about him/her/herself and his/her feelings.●

Fully expresses his/her feelings.●

Talks extensively and does not focus on details.●

May exaggerate. He/she is optimistic.●

Focuses on relationship and friendship.●

Likes to be outstanding and unique.●

Values praise, acceptance, image and excitement.●

Changes to many topics so he/she may forget about sales presentation.●

Does not care much about appointment time.●

 

Tonality

Is amused and excited.●

Is emotional and good timing.●

Uses various tones, i.e. loud, soft, high and low tones.●

 

Gesture

Confident and enthusiastic.●

Expresses feelings in face and eyes.●

Has fast body movement.●

Cheerful, excited and happy.●

Uses hands and gestures while talking.●

Active.●

 



Observing Customer’s Verbal style, Tonality and Gesture

 

S Customer

 

Verbal style

Is friendly and warm.●

Is a good listener with compliant manner.●

Plays a follower and supporter role.●

Agrees with others and is happy to help.●

Only exposes him/her/herself to close friend.●

Does not talk straightly if it hurts others’ feeling.●

Does not end a conversation.  He/she lets others do it.●

Does not begin a conversation, especially with a stranger.●

Tries to understand the other party with empathy while talking.●

Does not like changes, uncertainties and risks.●

Does not command others.●

Usually asks for others’ opinion.  It is difficult to make decision.●

Needs guarantee, safety and comfort.●

 

Tonality

Uses medium to soft tone.●

Uses plain and calm tone.●

Is considerate and caring.●

Uses medium to low speed.●

 

Gesture

Has medium to slow movement.●

Does not make eye contact.●

Does not use hands and gestures while talking.●

Relaxing, calm, and patient.●

Kind, friendly, considerate and respectful.●

 



Observing Customer’s Verbal style, Tonality and Gesture

 

C Customer

 

Verbal style

Listens more than talks.●

Asks about information, rules, regulations and reasons.●

Does not show emotion.●

Does not guess or answer if he/she does not know.●

Talks formally.●

Requires accuracy.●

Has a serious look.●

Asks directly when there is any doubt.●

Observes and carps.●

Talks about his/her expertise.●

Asks specifically in details.●

Requires information and step-by-step details. Does not like risk and is afraid of●

mistakes.

Requires reference.●

 

Tonality

Uses plain tone.●

Does not show emotion.●

Use either loud or soft tone without high and low tone.●

Talks slowly and carefully.●

 

Gesture

Does not express much on face and gesture.  His/her emotion is difficult to guess.●

Has medium to slow movement.●

Silent and isolated.●

Careful, calm and thoughtful.●

Does not use hands and gestures while talking.●

 



Expectation of Styles Adaptability : D

Customers have different styles. Each customer style has different expectations and emphasis

on different issues. To understand the expectations of the customer, will allow us to adjust the

patterns of communication, selling and servicing to be more appropriate and effective.

 

Expectation of "D" Customers

 

          "Bottom-Line Results"

"D" customers  expect concrete results. They can be insistent in wanting to know the direct

effect that a product or service will have on their business. They look for immediate

developments and quick, uncomplicated returns on their investments. These customers are

skeptical of emotional appeals, and they likely share your distaste for excessive banter or

exaggeration. They keep their goals in mind, and they base their decisions on how much a

solution helps them to achieve practical and concrete success.

 

          "Competency from a Salesperson"

"D" customers prioritize competency in both themselves and others, which may translate into

respect for confidence and a "can-do" approach. "D" customers want to know that a

salesperson will fulfill his or her side of the deal, and they may reluctant to give people second

chances if they make mistakes at crucial points in the sales process. In general, they expect

any salesperson who wants their business to earn their respect.   

 

          "Quick Action and Forward Motion"

"D" customers expect quick action, they have little patience for in-depth discussion or

complicated analysis. They want to know the key points and essential components, which helps

them to make up their minds quickly.  Once they have reached a decision, "D" customers

seldom change their opinions easily, and they may express irritation if asked to reconsider or

pressed to discuss additional options. Further, they seldom enjoy involved projects that require

a lot of preparation or methodical, detailed work. They like to make a decision and see an

immediate effect.



Expectation of Styles Adaptability : I

Customers have different styles. Each customer style has different expectations and emphasis

on different issues. To understand the expectations of the customer, will allow us to adjust the

patterns of communication, selling and servicing to be more appropriate and effective.

 

Expectation of "I" Customers

 

          "Enthusiasm and Excitement"

"I" customers appreciate enthusiasm, and for this reason, they want to feel excited about a

product or service. They rely on their intuition to tell them if an offering is what they're looking

for. “I” customers need to become inspired. They prefer a high energy level, so they may tune

out individuals who fail to show outward passion or enthusiasm. Further, when deciding on a

purchase, they're particularly attracted to options that are fun and exciting, versus those that are

logical and practical.

 

          "Quick Action and Immediate Impact"

"I" customers expect quick action, so they may grow bored with lengthy analyses, and their

attention may drift if salespeople dwell on the specifics. They want to know only the key points

of a product or service to help them reach their intuitive decisions. In addition, these customers

may see offerings that are long on practicality but short on innovation as bland or insufficient for

their needs. As well, they tend to be most attracted to options that will provide an immediate

and energizing impact. In general, they want to be inspired by your product or service, which is

contrast to your tendency to focus on the dependability and stability of your offer.   

 

          "Friendly and Trusting Relationships"

"I" customers prioritize personal relationships, which means that they want to get to know the

salesperson as an individual before committing to buy anything. They place a strong value on

trust, and they need friendly interactions to create this bond. As such, they tend to devote much

of the sales process to discussing feelings, opinions, and ideas that are not strictly related to

the offering.



Expectation of Styles Adaptability : S

Customers have different styles. Each customer style has different expectations and emphasis

on different issues. To understand the expectations of the customer, will allow us to adjust the

patterns of communication, selling and servicing to be more appropriate and effective.

 

Expectation of "S" Customers

 

          "Sincerity and a Genuine Approach"

"S" customers want to know that people are sincere and heartfelt before they can truly feel

comfortable communicating. They have a desire to appease people, and they may share your

preference to allow others to dominate the conversation. These customers are unlikely to make

a full commitment unless they feel that they can really trust a person, and they look for

salespeople to take a thoughtful and genuine approach.

 

          "Trusting Relationships"

"S" customers look for the comfort of trustworthy relationships during the sales process. They

want the security of knowing that you care about him or her as a person rather than just as a

customer. These customers need to know that you are interested in their unique situations.

They may share your tendency to be slow to open up, but they will usually respond well if other

people reveal their personal sides first. 

 

          "Dependability from the Salesperson"

"S" customers expect assurances of dependability for the product or service that you offer.

Because these customers are as naturally cautious, they need to know that you’ll be around to

give them support if things don't go as planned. They are unlikely to be satisfied with vague

promises or unexplained details, so specifics such as warranties, satisfaction guarantees, and

service plans may provide the concrete reassurance they need.



Expectation of Styles Adaptability : C

Customers have different styles. Each customer style has different expectations and emphasis

on different issues. To understand the expectations of the customer, will allow us to adjust the

patterns of communication, selling and servicing to be more appropriate and effective.

 

Expectation of "C" Customers

 

          "High-Quality Products and Services"

"C" customers value quality. They may analyze the specifics of an offering and ask probing

questions about its features. They expect salespeople to provide details or evidence about the

effectiveness of a product or service. These customers maintain high standards and have to be

confident in the offering's merit before they commit to buy.

 

          "Dependability and Accountability"

"C" customers look for dependability in products, services, and people. These customers do not

like to be surprised, and they want to be sure that there will not be problems down the line,

such as hidden charges, flawed warranties, or inferior service plans. "C" customers are naturally

skeptical, which is in contrast to your tendency to be more accepting of others, but just like you

they want to be assured that people do not promise more than they can deliver. In addition,

they need to know that you'll be around to take responsibility if things don't go as planned.

 

          "Competency and Expertise from Salespeople"

"C" customers know their business well, and they expect the same from salespeople. They like

working with experts who can support their claims with evidence and details. Further, they like

to see that a salesperson can talk through an idea in a manner that’s logical and analytical.



Styles Adaptability

 

with D Customer

D Customer needs to know important issues and what he/she will finally get.  He/she is

impetuous, hurried and impatient. D Customer does not like a talkative person who talks a lot

but make no point.  He/she does not like a slow person who is picky and not clever.

 

       Styles adaptability in 5 steps of selling cycle

 

   Step 1:  Making contact

Officially make an appointment with customer and be on time.●

Speak pertinently.●

Focus on efficiency, breakeven point, time saving and advantages customer with get.●

Limit time of sales talk. (This type of customer is concerned about time.)●

Prepare good presentation.●

This type of customer is suspicious in salesperson’s knowledge. Be confident in sales●

presentation.

Present the big picture, emphasizing on advantages.●

  

   Step 2:  Studying needs

Search for customer’s need by asking interesting and specific question.●

Give supportive information.●

Ask relevant and logical question.●

Ask leading question to let the customer talk about business and goal.●

Show that you prepare well to answer questions.●

When you give information in details, clearly and concisely summarize it.●

 

  Step 3:  Proposing solutions

Present by focusing on efficiency, advantages and timesaving. (what customer values)●

Analyze and summarize choices for customer.●

Do not talk about irrelevant topic.●

Talk concisely.  Make quick conclusion.●

Give customer the document.  You may highlight important parts.●

 



with D Customer

 

  Step 4:  Gaining commitment

Ask about customer’s interest in product.●

Offer choices with supporting information.  Let the customer decide.●

Do not challenge or pressure the customer. (He/she does not want to lose control.)●

Show that the customer has more power. Let him/her “feel” that he/she wins in●

negotiation.

This type of customer decides quickly.  If he/she does not decide, he/she may not have●

enough information or he/she may be dissatisfied.

 

  Step 5:  Assuring satisfaction

Follow up with product usage and customer’s satisfaction in product efficiency.●

If the customer has any problem, fix it as soon as possible.●

Fully provide aftersales service.●

Past sales reference does not work with this type of customer.●

Introduce new products and services that enhance the efficiency of customers.●

 



Styles Adaptability

 

with I Customer

I Customer needs to be outstanding, and likes to be interested in and gains acceptance. 

He/she is talkative, cheerful and optimistic.  I Customer does not like a tasteless, cold and

boring person who has no sense of humor.  He/she does not like a person who has a lot of

steps to follow, focuses on formality, talks a lot and listens a little.  This type of customer does

not like it if that person is slow and not sharp.

 

         Styles adaptability in 5 steps of selling cycle

 

   Step 1:  Making contact

Contact customer in enthusiastic and friendly manner.●

Listen enthusiastically to the customer.  Show response that you understand and hear●

what he/she speaks.

Use words that show “feelings” rather than “causes and effects”.●

Tell customer about yourself.  Give personal opinion.  Have sense of humor.●

Begin the conversation with general topic before leading to sales presentation.●

Do not begin with information, details and application.●

Focus on what customer will get from the product, e.g. acceptance, excitement,●

modernity, distinction, etc.

Let the customer lead the conversation.●

Make open-ended questions and let the customer talk.●

Meet the customer many times to build good relationship and gather information.●

  

   Step 2:  Studying needs

This type of customer is bored easily if he/she does not talk about him/herself.●

Search for customer’s need and gather information from the conversation.●

Ask concisely about business.●

Use leading question to get wanted business information.●

Good relationship leads to good cooperation to give information.●

Show the customer that the product can make his/her dream come true.●

 



with I Customer

 

  Step 3:  Proposing solutions

Present how the product gives customer acceptance and good image.●

Emphasize on colors.  Put feelings in presentation and product.●

Refer to famous people or someone that the customer accepts.●

Let the customer get good experience from using other’s product.●

Make customer “feel” that he/she gains privilege. ●

 

  Step 4:  Gaining commitment

Ask openly about customer’s interest in product.●

This type of customer will buy if he/she is happy.●

Present and negotiate in a positive manner.●

Make summary about objective and purchasing process for the customer in advance.●

 

  Step 5:  Assuring satisfaction

Tell the customer that he/she makes the right decision as the product really serves●

his/her need.

Provide aftersales service and assistance.●

Explain how to use the product in a simple way because the customer may be bored or●

irritated to find it difficult.  The customer may return the product.

If the customer has any problem with the product, handle it quickly.●

This type of customer is in wide society.  He/she usually tells others if he/she likes the●

product.

On the other hand, if he/she is not satisfied, he/she can create bad image to the product.●

 



Styles Adaptability

 

with S Customer

S Customer needs security, safety, and clear steps to follow.  He/she is static, simple, relaxing,

warm and friendly.  S Customer does not like an aggressive person who tries to sell

immediately without paying attention to his/her feeling or opinion.  He/she does not like a

person who rushes and talks vaguely without details.  This type of customer dislikes a

business-minded person who does not care for relationship.

 

       Styles adaptability in 5 steps of selling cycle

 

   Step 1:  Making contact

Contact customer with soft tone of voice.●

Introduce yourself politely with respect.  Ask how customer is doing before opening the●

sales talk.

Refer to a person who told you to contact the customer.●

Listen attentively and concentrate on customer’s feelings.●

Show appreciation to customer’s friendliness.●

Gain customer’s trust.  If the customer does not like or trust salesperson, he/she will not●

buy the product even though it is good.

This type of customer buys when he/she feels comfortable and is not worried.●

  

   Step 2:  Studying needs

Ask how the customer is doing before the sales talk.●

Speak slowly with soft tone.●

Show friendliness and sincerity. Do the right thing at the right time.●

Search for customer’s need by asking about feelings and people around him/her.●

Do not be aggressive, serious and hasty.  The customer will run away.●

Notice customer’s reaction which is mostly hidden.●

This type of customer does not hurt other’s feelings.  He/she does not show negative●

opinion.

 



with S Customer

 

  Step 3:  Proposing solutions

Present that the product eases customer’s life, reduce problem or disorder, gives a safer●

life and facilitates work.

Explain steps to use the product in details.  Make sure it is easy to understand.●

Give customer time to consider and understand.●

Do not rush or persuade too much because customer may perfunctory agree as he/she●

is uncomfortable.  It will cause a problem later.

If there is any change, explain how much time it takes.●

Reduce customer’s worry.  Give him/her confidence and assistance to adjust with●

change.

Frequently ask the customer to know true feeling to protect from refusal or fear.●

 

  Step 4:  Gaining commitment

This type of customer decides slowly.  He/she needs others’ opinion.●

Be patient.  Let the customer take time.●

Give suggestion to speed up decision.●

Offer help and ask what customer does not understand or what he/she is unclear so●

that you can explain more.

Hedge from risk.●

If you notice that the customer is interested in any choice, guide and emphasize on that●

choice.

 

  Step 5:  Assuring satisfaction

Regularly follow up.●

Be a consultant to the customer.  You should be available anytime he/she needs to●

make him/her comfortable.

Maintain good relationship because the customer values friendship and sincerity.●

Consistently treat the customer nicely.●

 



Styles Adaptability

 

with C Customer

C Customer needs accuracy, security, safety and expertise.  He/she likes an observant person

who analyzes and criticizes.  C Customer does not like a rushing and inaccurate salesman who

talks a lot about unrelated matters and has no good preparation.  This type of customer does

not like the salesperson who cannot answer to his/her questions.

 

        Styles adaptability in 5 steps of selling cycle

 

   Step 1:  Making contact

Make appointment in advance.  Tell objectives and talking subjects.●

Check if the information is accurate before the meeting to gain customer’s confidence.●

Speak slowly, clearly, confidently and respectfully.●

Speak right to the point.  Do not make fun of the customer or prolong the meeting.●

Introduce yourself concisely enough to gain trust.●

Prepare well for in-depth questions.●

Show that you have a thorough knowledge about the product.●

  

   Step 2:  Studying needs

Seriously negotiate.●

Show sincerity.●

Search for customer’s need by asking questions about what he/she is proficient in.●

Make pithy questions that are facts and causal.●

Gather information from customer’s answers, including knowledge, system and goal.●

 



with C Customer

 

  Step 3:  Proposing solutions

Present accurate and thorough information.●

Emphasize on reliability, worthiness, and quality.●

Prepare supporting document, evident, comparative test result or reference.●

Tell the truth.  Be honest.●

Tell advantages and disadvantages of the product before the customer asks.●

This type of customer is observant.  He/she easily sees mistakes.  If you do not tell●

product limitation first, he/she may think you intend to hide it.

Accept it when you cannot answer the customer’s question.  Tell him/her you will●

answer later.

Encourage the customer to show opinion, satisfaction and response.●

Let the customer evaluate product worthiness him/herself.●

Do not exaggerate.  It reduces trust. ●

 

  Step 4:  Gaining commitment

Give document to the customer every time.●

Give customer time to analyze before making decision.●

The customer is serious in choosing.  Do not rush him/her.●

The customer usually compares the product with that of competitor.●

You should prepare comparative information.●

Emphasize on the product strength, comparing to the competitor’s.●

 

  Step 5:  Assuring satisfaction

Determine time frame to evaluate.●

Follow up with customer satisfaction.●

Use Rationale to diagnose the problem and offer solutions in a systematic manner.●

Introduce new products and services that help improve the quality and work standards.●

 



Development Plan:

 

START   Never do or seldom do; see it useful therefore will start doing.

 

 

 

 

 
STOP   Used to do or doing now; see it useless therefore will stop doing.

 

 

 

 

 
CONTINUE   Used to do or doing now; see it useful therefore will continue doing.

 

 

 

 

 



About DISC

     For almost a hundred years, psychologist had studied about the differences of human behaviors in

responding to stimulus and external environment. The studies show 4 dimensions of human intrinsic drives

known as “DISC”.  Nowadays, this principle is well developed as an assessment tool to describe human

behavior patterns, called DISC Behavioral Assessment which is widely used among firms, recruitment,

self-development, study, and career selection.

       DISC stands for 4 characteristics: Dominance (D), Influence (I), Steadiness (S), and Conscientious (C). 

Each characteristic is different from one another as followed:

     Dominance: direct, confident, decisive, determined, confronting, making quick decisions, fast-working,

active, and result-oriented; A person who is dominant likes challenges, adventures, and competitions,

desires for power, eager to solve problems, and looks at the big picture.

     Influence: communicating, chatty, open, socializing, enthusiastic, joyful with people, having sense of

humor, optimistic, friendly, desiring in participating to help people, and good at   persuading people 

     Steadiness: calm, patient, good listener, sympathizing others, gentle, humble, steady, neat, cautious,

and passive.  A person who has steadiness follows work direction, cooperate with the team, and pay

attention to safety and security.

      Conscientious: methodical, formal, adhered to rules and standards, disciplined, attentive to details and

facts, accurate, analytical, rational, cautious, prudent, contemplative, and introvert.  

     These four behavioral characteristics are not to be compared among one another. No right or wrong. No

better or worse. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses. There are more or less all four characteristics

blended in one person. In general,  only one or two of them will stand out. DISC helps us “read” ourselves,

explaining who we are, how we behave, what our strengths and weaknesses are, what matter affects our

feelings, and being aware of our behaviors.  It helps finding what suits us and the appropriate ways to

improve our behavior for our best.

       In addition, DISC helps us understand others’ behaviors better, why they do such thing, act this way,

respond that way, and use that tone of voice and gestures. DISC broadens a perception of certain behaviors,

helping us understand people’s nature, view in different angles, and get to know who they really are.  In

consequence, we can determine the appropriate “interaction” for each person, adjust our attitudes towards

people, and accept and respect people’s differences.

       These basic understandings bring out and make use of good attributes of each person, balancing

differences resulting in “flexible” and “efficient” coordination which reduces conflicts and creates a pleasant

working environment. DISC can be applied in all activities concerning people, both in career and personal

life e.g. self-improvement, team development, communication, conflict management, recruitment, career

selection, customer service, selling, negotiation, business alliance relation management, etc.




